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This form must be used to submit a new resolution or initiate proposed changes to standing resolutions. Each form must contain
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Date (MM/DD/YY) 04/06/17
State
Input #

Kentucky
Indiana

SME/Phone 512-988-9750
Input # is the sequential number
of drafts submitted by your
state

11

Relating To

SME/Email Hamnermr@yahoo.com

Item
Type Draft Resolution Change
New Resolution

Welfare of soldiers operating the CK kitchens
Examples: Retirement Pay, Combat Vehicles, C-130 Modernization, etc.

Category

Joint
Joint

Standing Resolution to be Amended
(For new resolution or item, select
"New")

New
Resolution # New

New
Item # New

Proposal Statement: In one sentence, please describe the specific item, program or legislation being proposed.
(ONE RECOMMENDATION PER FORM - SPELL OUT ALL ACRONYMS - USE ONLY THE SPACE PROVIDED)
Modify the Army issue Container Kitchen to reduce unsafe Carbon Monoxide gases and interior heat
levels.

Recommendation Information: Use this box to further explain the changes being proposed above. This can
identify policy, modernization program, equipment, status, states or personnel impacted.
(SPELL OUT ALL ACRONYMS - USE ONLY THE SPACE PROVIDED - THE SAME JUSTIFICATION MAY BE USED FOR
MULTIPLE DRAFT RESOLUTIONS, IF APPLICABLE)
The Military Table of Organizational Equipment (MTOE) authorized Container Kitchen (CK) utilizes
open flame burners on all cooking equipment and has ceiling heights below eight feet. This has
caused heat levels in excess of 175 degrees and carbon monoxide gases in excess of ( safe levels ).
Levels which are not safe to operate in for extended periods as required by our cook staffs supporting
field operations.
Recommend the Army National Guard Bureau work with Army, Combat Army Support Command
(CASCOM) to modify existing Container Kitchen to incorporate air beam raised ceiling that have
exhaust fans to create through flow of the air and utilize closed box burners to reduce interior heat and
carbon gas levels within the kitchen.
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